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Following the family

I love Mikaelle Lebreton’s photographs

from the gallops in the Klarion each

month. It was very interesting to see

among her pictures in the January edition

the Frankel- Miss Marjurie colt (since

named Boy About Town) in training with

Johnston Racing and owned by John and

Susan Waterworth. I shall follow his

career with interest since he is a member

of the Elite Racing Club’s Kalinka family

from which Soviet Song, Ribbons,

Marsha, Judicial and others have gone on

to success in the club name at the top

level.

All the very successful horses

mentioned stem from an amazing ‘nick’

with Kalinka and Marju, so the great

success of the club is founded on this.

Marju-Kalinka produced Soviet Song and

a full sister,Sister Act, who is the dam of

Ribbons. Then Marju, mated to a daughter

of Kalinka, bred Martinka (dam of Marsha

and Judicial) and Kazatzka (dam of Miss

Marjurie).

This may interest readers of the Klarion

who have an interest in pedigrees and

breeding. Great success can come from a

stroke of luck! There are other daughters

and granddaughters of Kalinka now at

stud as well as Ribbons, Marsha and Miss

Marjurie, including Affinity (by Sadlers

Wells) who won at a modest level, but

whose daughters Zest and Harmonica

were black type-placed. All three are still

owned by Elite, along with Ribbons’ half-

sister Tribute Act who also achieved black

type. Ribbons was sold and her dam sadly

died in foaling Tribute Act.

Marsha was of course sold to Coolmore

in 2017 for a record sum of six million

guineas and her dam Marlinka died from

colic just before foaling in 2020. A huge

loss. Such triumphs and tragedies are

common in both racing and breeding. I

have forgotten to say there is a daughter of

Soviet Song owned by Elite, Roubles, who

has shown little on the racecourse. The

great racehorse Soviet Song, who won five

Group Ones, was a failure as a broodmare

but often the daughter of such mares

achieve success in that job, even if their

dam did not.

I hope people can follow this story and

what has been achieved from a cheaply

bought mare and a nomination to Marju

which happened to be available. May the

family go on to achieve further great

success  –  a classic winner or two,

perhaps?

JEAN LLOYD
Bury St Edmunds

Studying the sires

Has statistical magician James just pulled

the white rabbit out of the hat?

Reading James Willoughby’s

predictions for 2021 in the January edition

of the Kingsley Klarion, I was somewhat

surprised that his xPRB formula flagged

up Night of Thunder as one of the sires to

follow for the New Year. 

Having been just 29th in the leading

sires UK prize-money table for 2020,

according to James, his (Night of

Thunder’s) rise to fame is due in part to

the “super-talented” winner of the Dante

Stakes, Thunderous. But has Thunderous

got such a super talent to spring his sire

from 29th in the prize-money league to

2nd in the xPRB table? 

Thunderous was never seen after the

Dante, so to gauge his ability one must

look at what he beat at York. The second

horse home, Highest Ground (beaten a

neck) finished just 10th in the Darley

Stakes with the third, Juan Elcano (beaten

2¼l) finishing plum last in the Great

Voltigeur. 

After the Dante, Thunderous has been

awarded a rating of 112 but the form book

now indicates this to be rather flattering.

So, does Night of Thunder look the “real

deal”? As the saying goes, only time will

tell! 

One statistic which the xPRB rating

does flag up is the prolific success of

Mehmas whose stud fee has just increased

by 233%. Standing at No.9 in the table of

KINGSLEY KICKBACK
leading stallions as viewed by the xPRB

metric, James comments: ‘He looks sure

to continue to produce classy, sharp 2YO’s

and sprinters’. That is why I ask: Has

James just pulled the white rabbit out of

the hat?   

ALASDAIR ROSS
Larbert, Falkirk

James Willoughby replies:  Thunderous
has a 117 timefigure with John Whitley. I
prefer to make my judgments that way,
rather than through relationships such as
that with Highest Ground, who had been
off three months before disappointing on
testing ground at Newmarket. Anyway,
Night Of Thunder’s claims don’t rest there.
According to the Darley website, last year
his three-year-olds had the highest median
Timeform rating of any sire; moreover, his
sales average was six times his covering
fee, and remember, I flagged him up in the
Kingsley Klarion before any of that had
happened.
Thank you for you opinion, though,
Alasdair. There was really no need for the
white rabbit stuff, but I do take your point!

Thanks, John

Many thanks to John Scanlon for his great

summary of last year in the January

Klarion. It brought back some fond

memories and was a reminder of how well

the Johnston Racing  team performed in

such dire times.

Let’s hope this time next year, there is

even more to talk about and reflect upon.

ALAN PARK
Partner in KP15 and KP20 
Grantham, Lincs
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